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This book provides a comprehensive transition from JScript to the .NET Framework/platform including coverage of JScript.NET (language), ASP.NET, and Windows Forms. The book will discuss the language changes to ease the developer into working with the new syntax. and then several chapters on ASP.NET will correlate the differences between the former ASP programming model and the new .NET programming model.     

About the Author

Justin Rogers is currently a vendor for Microsoft Projects through CompuWare   Corporation and previously worked for the Microsoft Frameworks team as the owner   for the .NET QuickStart Tutorials available on the .NET Frameworks SDK. Justin   enjoys working with DirectX and has worked on many open source game projects.   After owning the QuickStarts, Justin moved on to an Internet-enabled   Peer-to-Peer screensaver game called the Terrarium. This game was introduced at   the PDC and was considered one of the leading technology demos for high   performance .NET applications.
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Programmed Cell Death in Cancer Progression and Therapy (Advances in Experimental Medicine and Biology)Springer, 2008

	Programmed cell death (PCD) plays pivotal roles in tumor progression, cancer therapeutics and resistance of tumor cells to therapy. With the discovery of key mechanisms that are involved in mediating PCD and in promoting resistance to therapy, design of therapeutic approaches for promoting tumor-selective cell death has risen dramatically....
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XML: Your Visual Blueprint for Building Expert Web Pages (With CD-ROM)Visual, 2000
Read Less, Learn More

     Welcome to the only guidebook series that takes a visual approach to professional-level computer topics. Open the book and you'll discover step-by-step screen shots that demonstrate over 100 key XML tasks, including:
	Defining a namespace       
	Declaring...
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Java Servlet & JSP CookbookO'Reilly, 2003
With literally hundreds of examples and thousands of lines of code, the Java Servlet and JSP Cookbook yields tips and techniques that any Java web developer who uses JavaServer Pages or servlets will use every day, along with full-fledged solutions to significant web application development problems that developers...
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Machine Intelligence 13: Machine Intelligence and Inductive Learning (Machine Intelligence)Oxford University Press, 1994
Machine Intelligence 13 ushers in an exciting new phase of artificial intelligence research, one in which machine learning has emerged as a hot-bed of new theory, as a practical tool in engineering disciplines, and as a source of material for cognitive models of the human brain. Based on the Machine Intelligence Workshop of 1992, held at...
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Sams Teach Yourself JavaServer Pages 2.0 in 24 Hours, Complete Starter Kit with Apache TomcatSams Publishing, 2003
In just 24 lessons of one hour or less, you will be able to build dynamic Web sites using JavaServer Pages. Using a straightforward, step-by-step approach, each lesson builds on the previous ones, enabling you to learn the essentials of JavaServer Pages 2.0 from the ground up. The book includes Apache Tomcat, Sun's reference implementation of JSP,...
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Elgg Social Networking: Create and manage your own social network site using this free open-source toolPackt Publishing, 2008
If you are looking to create your social networking site by tomorrow, then this book is for you. You will be equipped with a social networking site even before you are through this book. You don't have to be a hard-core programmer to do this. All you need is a computer with an internet connection and this book. This book is aimed at people...
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